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Are the following images urban 
or rural?
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Golf course in Pickerington
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Central Park, NYC Turtle Pond is man-made, filled with New York City drinking water.
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Suburban sprawl in Blue Ash, metropolitan Cincinnatti, OH
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Sydney OH
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Ranch house – typical
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Mount Gilead is a village in Morrow County, Ohio, United States. The population was 3,660 at the 2010 census. It is the county seat of Morrow County and the center of population of Ohio
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Chardon is a city in the U.S. state of Ohio and the county seat of Geauga County, Ohio, United States. The population was 5,148 at the 2010 census.
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Rural elementary school
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exurb
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Columbus
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Cuyahoga Land Bank (Cleveland) encourages garden groups to turn empty lots into community gardens.
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Industry comes to the Ohio countryside. Here is an example of the development of new shale gas storage and processing facilities in and around Carroll County, OH. Some of these facilities represent investments of several hundred million dollars, and their size is an indication of the scale of fracking anticipated in Ohio. Photo credit: David Beach/GreenCityBlueLake



Did you have difficulties deciding?
• Are cities devoid of open space and wildlife?
• Do all people in the countryside hunt, farm, fish and 

shoot?
• Is everyone living in towns and cities stressed and 

worried about crime?
• Can farming happen in the city?
• Is all rural land dedicated to agriculture or forests?
• Is all industry in the city?

Increasingly difficult to distinguish between rural and 
urban, the transition is often gradual



Definitions of urban and rural

• Physical: population, density, land use

• Legal: government boundaries

• Functional: economic flows and interactions

• Cultural: ethnicity, diversity, degree of urbanity

• Environmental: impervious surface, industrial 
pollution, urban heat island

• There is no absolute or right definition—depends 
on your question and the purpose!
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Functions in rural areas thought to be :Land use dominated by agriculture, forestry and open spacesContains smaller settlementsBased on a way of life characterised by close knit communities



Urban Areas
(Population-based definition of urban and rural)

• The Census Bureau's urban areas represent densely 
developed territory, and encompass residential, 
commercial, and other non-residential urban land 
uses. 

• The Census Bureau identifies two types of urban 
areas:

• Urbanized Areas (UAs) of 50,000 or more people
• Urban Clusters (UCs) of at least 2,500 and less than 50,000 

people

• "Rural" encompasses all population, housing, and 
territory not included within an urban area
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The Census Bureau's urban-rural classification is fundamentally a delineation of geographical areas, identifying both individual urban areas and the rural areas of the nation. The Census Bureau's urban areas represent densely developed territory, and encompass residential, commercial, and other non-residential urban land uses. For the 2010 Census, an urban area will comprise a densely settled core of census tracts and/or census blocks that meet minimum population density requirements, along with adjacent territory containing non-residential urban land uses as well as territory with low population density included to link outlying densely settled territory with the densely settled core. To qualify as an urban area, the territory identified according to criteria must encompass at least 2,500 people, at least 1,500 of which reside outside institutional group quarters.The Census Bureau identifies two types of urban areas:Urbanized Areas (UAs) of 50,000 or more people;Urban Clusters (UCs) of at least 2,500 and less than 50,000 people."Rural" encompasses all population, housing, and territory not included within an urban area.
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Pop living in urban versus rural areasUS total pop residing in urban area or cluster = 249.2 million (2010) = 80.7% of total popRural area = 232k = 19.3% of popTotal of 106k sq miles = 3% of land areaAve density = 2,342 persons per sq mi (905 persons per sq km)Ave of 41 major UAs = 3,245 persons per sq mi (1253 persons per km)
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81% of population in the US is considered to be urban – many more people living in urban area versus land that is classified as urbanMost counties are a mix of urban and rural in terms of their population



Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(Functional-based definitions of urban and rural)

• Metropolitan Statistical Areas: A geographical region 
with a relatively high population density at its core and 
close economic ties throughout the area; contains a 
population of at least 50,000

• Micropolitan Statistical Areas: One or more counties 
that have an urban core area of at least 10,000 
population but less than 50,000

• Non-Metropolitan (or Non-Core): Any county that is 
not part of a metropolitan or micropolitan area

• Combined Statistical Areas: a grouping of adjacent 
metropolitan and/or micropolitan statistical areas 
(MSAs) defined based on social and economic ties 
measured by commuting patterns between adjacent 
MSAs.
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Metropolitan Statistical Areas: A geographical region with a relatively high population density at its core and close economic ties throughout the area. Such regions are neither legally incorporated as a city or town would be, nor are they legal administrative divisions like counties and states. As such, the precise definition of any given metropolitan area can vary with the source. A typical metropolitan area is centered on a single large city that wields substantial influence over the region (e.g., Chicago or Atlanta). However, some metropolitan areas contain more than one large city with no single municipality holding a substantially dominant position Metropolitan and micropolitan statistical areas (metro and micro areas) are geographic entities defined by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB)—not the Census Bureau—for use by federal statistical agencies in collecting, tabulating, and publishing federal statistics.Definitions�The term core based statistical area (CBSA) is a collective term for both metro and micro areas.A metropolitan area contains a core urban area of 50,000 or more population. A micropolitan area contains an urban core of at least 10,000, but less than 50,000, population.The core urban area is not exactly the same thing as the incorporated city limits.  For example, both the City of Anniston and the City of Gadsden have less than 50,000 population, but Anniston and Gadsden are both legitimate OMB metro areas.The terms consolidated metropolitan statistical area and primary metropolitan statistical area are now obsolete. Metropolitan division is generally equivalent to the now obsolete primary metropolitan statistical area. Be aware and be careful.Each metro or micro area consists of one or more counties and includes the counties containing the core urban area, as well as any adjacent counties that have a high degree of social and economic integration, as measured by commuting to work, with the urban core.  That is, metro and micro areas are always drawn around county boundaries.





Ohio Metropolitan Areas
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NE: Cleveland-Elyria; Akron; Youngstown-Warren-Boardman OH-PA; Canton-Massillon; Wierton-Stuebenville WV-OH; Wheeling WV-OH (6)S/ SE: Huntington-Ashland WV-KY-OH (1) + Parkersburg-Vienna WV (Washington is part of CSA)SW: Cincinnati OH-KY-IN; Dayton; Springfield (3)Central: Columbus; Mansfield (2)NW: Toledo, Lima (2) Most recently on February 28, 2013, the Office of Management and Budget defined 1098 statistical areas for the United States,[4] including 9 combined statistical areas, 16 metropolitan statistical areas, and 29 micropolitan statistical areas in the State of Ohio. The table below shows the recent population of these statistical areas and the 88 counties of Ohio.



9 combined statistical areas, 16 metropolitan statistical 
areas, and 29 micropolitan statistical areas

38 metro; 33 micropolitan; 17 non-metro counties

Ohio 
Metropolitan, 
Micropolitan

and Combined 
Statistical Areas
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38 metro counties33 micropolitan counties17 non-metro counties9 combined statistical areas, 16 metropolitan statistical areas, and 29 micropolitan statistical areas in the State of Ohio. Now Ohio looks much more urban Combined Statistical Area (CSA) is a grouping of adjacent metropolitan and/or micropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) in the United States and Puerto Rico. The United States Office of Management and Budget (OMB) defines combined statistical areas based on social and economic ties measured by commuting patterns between adjacent MSAs. The areas that combine retain their own designations as metropolitan or micropolitan statistical areas within the larger combined statistical area. The primary distinguishing factor between a CSA and an MSA is that the social and economic ties between the individual MSAs within a CSA are at lower levels than between the counties within an MSA.[1] CSAs represent multiple metropolitan or micropolitan areas that have a moderate degree of employment interchange. CSAs often represent regions with overlapping labor and media markets.



The official definition from the US 
Census Bureau and the Office of 
Management & Budget

Core Based Statistical Areas
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Total # in US388 metro areas in the US 2013541 micropolitan areas in US 2013929 core based statistical areas169 combined statistical areasTotal pop living in each in US (US Census Bureau)US pop 2010: 308.7 million; 2015 est. 321.4 millionUS pop metro 2010: 262.4 million; 2015: est. 275.2 millionUS pop micropolitan 2010: 27.1 million; 2015 est. 27.3 millionUS pop non-metro (rural) 2010: 46.3 million ; 2015 est. 46.2 millionUS pop non-metro, non-micropolitan 2010: 19.2 million; 2015 est. 18.9 million



Source: Regional Plan Association http://www.america2050.org/megaregions.html
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A megaregion is a large network of metropolitan regions that share several or all of the following:Environmental systems and topographyInfrastructure systemsEconomic linkagesSettlement and land use patternsCulture and historyMore than 70 percent of the nation's population and jobs are located in 11 megaregions identified by Regional Plan Association, which is an independent, non-profit New York-based planning organization. Megaregions are becoming the new competitive units in the global economy, characterized by the increasing movement of goods, people and capital among their metropolitan regions.[7] "The New Megas," asserted Florida (2006), "are the real economic organizing units of the world, producing the bulk of its wealth, attracting a large share of its talent and generating the lion's share of innovation."[8]



Urban-suburban-exurban-rural continuum 



U.S. Distribution of Population and 
Counties by Rural-Urban Continuum Code

County type Population (% of 
total)

Number of 
counties (% of 

total)
Metro: 1 million or more 55% 15%
Metro: 250k - 1 million 21% 12%
Metro: less than 250k 9% 11%

Non-metro: 20k+ adjacent to metro 4% 7%
Non-metro: 20k+ non-adjacent 2% 3%
Non-metro: 2.5k-20k adjacent 5% 19%

Non-metro: 2.5k-20k non-adjacent 3% 13%
Non-metro: less than 2.5k adjacent 1% 7%

Non-metro: less than 2.5k non-adjacent 1% 13%

Source: USDA ERS (2013)

95% of U.S. population lives in metro or non-metro adjacent county
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County_Name	Population_2010	RUCC_2013Cuyahoga County	1,280,122	1Franklin County	1,163,414	1Hamilton County	802,374	1Butler County		368,130	1Lorain County		301,356	1Lake County		230,041	1Warren County	212,693	1Clermont County	197,363	1Delaware County	174,214	1Medina County	172,332	1Licking County		166,492	1Fairfield County	146,156	1Geauga County	93,389	1Pickaway County	55,698	1Union County		52,300	1Brown County		44,846	1Madison County	43,435	1Perry County		36,058	1Morrow County	34,827	1Hocking County	29,380	1Summit County	541,781	2Montgomery County	535,153	2Lucas County		441,815	2Stark County		375,586	2Mahoning County	238,823	2Trumbull County	210,312	2Greene County	161,573	2Portage County	161,419	2Wood County		125,488	2Miami County		102,506	2Lawrence County	62,450	2Fulton County		42,698	2Carroll County		28,836	2Clark County		138,333	3Richland County	124,475	3Allen County		106,331	3Belmont County	70,400	3Jefferson County	69,709	3Wayne County		114,520	4Columbiana County	107,841	4Ashtabula County	101,497	4Tuscarawas County	92,582	4Muskingum County	86,074	4Scioto County		79,499	4Ross County		78,064	4Erie County		77,079	4Hancock County	74,782	4Marion County	66,501	4Athens County		64,757	4Washington County	61,778	4Sandusky County	60,944	4Knox County		60,921	4Huron County		59,626	4Seneca County	56,745	4Ashland County	53,139	4Shelby County		49,423	4Auglaize County	45,949	4Crawford County	43,784	4Ottawa County	41,428	4Defiance County	39,037	4Darke County		52,959	6Logan County		45,858	6Highland County	43,589	6Preble County		42,270	6Clinton County	42,040	6Champaign County	40,097	6Guernsey County	40,087	6Williams County	37,642	6Coshocton County	36,901	6Putnam County	34,499	6Hardin County		32,058	6Gallia County		30,934	6Fayette County	29,030	6Van Wert County	28,744	6Adams County		28,550	6Henry County		28,215	6Meigs County		23,770	6Paulding County	19,614	6Harrison County	15,864	6Morgan County	15,054	6Holmes County	42,366	7Mercer County	40,814	7Jackson County	33,225	7Pike County		28,709	7Wyandot County	22,615	7Noble County		14,645	7Monroe County	14,642	8Vinton County		13,435	8



Urban-rural interdependence: 
Flows of economic activities across urban-rural 
continuum
• People (migrating, commuting, visiting)
• Financial (remittances, investments from urban-based 

institutions)

• Manufactured goods and services from urban to rural 
settlements

• Environmental resources from rural to urban 
• Pollution and waste (two-way flows between urban and 

rural)

• Information (e.g., prices, consumer preferences, 
employment opportunities)

Source: IINAS (2015) Urban-Rural Linkages and Global Sustainable Land Use



Flows between urban and rural areas

Source: IINAS (2015) Urban-Rural Linkages and Global Sustainable Land Use



Two types of urban-rural linkages

• Globalized (non-local) linkages between cities and 
many rural areas

“Mobile phones manufactured in the city of Shenzhen, 
China (…) will be shipped and used to facilitate trade and 
social relations in hundreds or thousands of villages in 
Africa and Asia. The food consumed in Lagos or in Abuja 
(…), or the immigrants flowing into them, come from all 
over Nigeria, the region and the world, and not just from 
the proximate rural areas” (Berdegué et al. 2014).

• Local linkages between urban (city, suburbs) and 
the surrounding exurban-rural area

Source: IINAS (2015) Urban-Rural Linkages and Global Sustainable Land Use



Example #1: Urban Spillovers: 
Good or Bad for Rural Areas?

• Urban spread (positive spillovers for rural areas)
• Attract businesses and people to nearby exurban/rural areas; 

urban residents or businesses that like rural amenities

• Urban backwash (negative spillovers for rural areas)
• Cities act as vacuums for one-way flows of human capital and 

resources (“rural flight”)

• Research hypotheses
• “Spread effect” dominates up to a certain distance at which 

people can easily commute in and out of the city
• “Backwash effect” dominates as distance increases, which 

increases the probability that individuals relocate to the city 
instead of commuting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cities potentially represent both opportunities and threats to nearby rural areas.One school of thought casts them as vacuums for one-way flows of human capital and resources.  (“rural flight”)However cities may also represent a boon to nearby rural economies who become more attractive to businesses due to their close proximity to the business center. Cities may also boost rural commerce in the form of urban residents or businesses that desire rural amenities.This balance between “spread” and “backwash” has become a topic of interest for regional economists.Partridge et al. (2007) suggests that the “spread effect” dominate to a certain distance where people can easily commute in and out of the city. But as distance grows, the probability that individuals relocate to the city instead of commuting, increases the chance of an overall “backwash” effect.In a nationwide study based on Canadian data they find the “spread affect” dominates up to about 100 miles, leading to increased population growthVeneri and Ruiz (2016) find consistent results for a number of European countries and the US



Rural Population Growth and Proximity to 
Urban/Suburban Regions

Source: Veneri and Ruiz (2016) 

• Partridge et al. (2007): Find that spread effect dominates up to 
100 miles based on population growth study of Canadian regions

• Veneri and Ruiz (2016) find similar results for EU and US regions:



Proximity to Large versus Small Cities
Partridge et al. (2008)

• Proximity to city of any size has positive 
effect on population growth of rural 
area 

• Proximity to larger cities has a greater 
effect on population growth rates 
(compared to smaller cities)

• Further evidence of urban spread 
effects

• Also supports idea that larger urban 
areas offer “higher order” services that 
people desire to be near

Do larger cities have a greater spillovers than smaller cities—due to 
greater diversity of retail and commercial services, urban amenities?



U.S. exurban growth 1950 – 2000
(Brown et al. 2005)

Figure 2b from Brown et al. (2005): Change in exurban density (defined as 1 house per 1-40 acres)

Between 1950-2000: The amount of land at urban densities (more than one house per 
acre) increased from less than 1% to nearly 2% whereas the amount of exurban land 

(between 1 and 40 acres per house) increased from about 5% to 25%. 



U.S. average carbon footprint per 
household (tons) by type of place

Source: Jones and Kammen (2014) Environmental Science and Technology
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A couple of folks from Berkeley (Christopher Jones and Daniel Kammen) just released what may be the best analysis of carbon footprints in the US.  It was pubbed in Environmental Science & Technology this year.  They pull in data from a series of existing surveys (Residential Energy Consumption Survey, National Household Travel Survey, Consumer Expenditures Survey, etc) and derive the total household OR per-capita carbon footprint for anyone living in any zip code in the United States.  They have an online calculator that lets you see how you compare with other places, which may be cool to use in the sustainability class.  The calculator is here: http://coolclimate.berkeley.edu/carboncalculator.Anyway, here are the figures that are relevant for your talk.  The big takeaway is that, while living in a city can provide a smaller carbon footprint, suburbs as suburbs account for over 50% of the total US carbon footprint. Source: “Spatial Distribution of U.S. Household Carbon Footprints Reveals Suburbanization Undermines Greenhouse Gas Benefits of Urban Population Density”



Example #2: Intended and unintended 
effects of land use regulation

• Comprehensive land-use planning (CP) can help address issues of 
sprawl, fragmentation, and relieve environmental pressure

• Ihlanfeldt (2009) found investments in CP lead to higher house prices 
(after controlling for effect of increased taxes to fund policies) in Florida; 
for every $100 increase in per-capita funding for CP, house prices 
increased by 0.2%

• Open space preservation policies can lead to greater sprawl
• Lichtenberg (2011) examined open space preservations policies and forest 

planting requirements in Maryland and found that both resulted in lower 
density development and increased sprawl

• Differences in regulations can foster more exurban development
• Wrenn and Irwin (2015) examine differences in subdivision approval times 

and find that greater delays in more heavily regulated suburban areas 
increase the probability of less regulated, lower density exurban 
development 



Example #3: Regional food 
distribution and retail networks

• Good Natured Family Farms Alliance is a coalition 
of 150 independent family farms in the Kansas City 
region working together under a single marketing 
umbrella

• Urban partnership: Ball's Central Warehouse is key 
to solving the logistical problems of moving a large 
volume of local food from the family farms to the 
urban consumers
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Ball's FoodsKansas City's premier grocer, Ball's Foods, has been one of our strongest partners since the inception of Good Natured Family Farms.  In fact, Gary & Diana Endicott were their very first local food vendors.  By selling GNFF products in theirHen House and Price Chopper stores, Ball's is responsible for building the volume that allows GNFF to do all that we do.  Ball's Central Warehouse is key to solving the logistical problems of moving a large volume of local food from the family farms to the consumers.  We are grateful for this invaluable partnership. Good Natured Family Farms Alliance is a coalition of independent family farms who recognize the fundamental benefits of cooperative marketing.  By coming together under a single marketing umbrella, we are able to achieve in an efficient manner what we are unable to do individually.  This achievement lies in our ability to bring to market a basket of fresh and processed food products to the market.



How have things 
changed since Great 

Recession?



Pre vs. Post Recession: Population 
Trends in Metro and Non-Metro Areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: ERS (http://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/rural-economy-population/population-migration.aspx)



Pre vs. Post Recession: Urban Core vs. 
Exurban Population Trends 

• Urban core 
population growth 
rates withstood the 
recession but have 
been falling as the 
economy recovers

• Exurban growth rates 
steeply declined 
during the recession, 
but have recovered

Source: Brookings (http://www.brookings.edu/research/opinions/2015/04/08-migration-suburbs-sun-belt-frey)
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Source: Brookings (http://www.brookings.edu/research/opinions/2015/04/08-migration-suburbs-sun-belt-frey)The engine for these shifts appears to be domestic migration. During the peak exurban growth year of 2005-2006, the nation’s urban core counties lost over 1.3 million migrants, with many spilling out into the middle and outer suburbs. This changed after the housing collapse, especially in 2010 to 2012, when the nation’s urban cores lost only about 160,000 migrants annually. But out-migration from urban cores picked up to 363,000 in 2013-2014, and at the same time we see an uptick in in-migration to outer suburban and exurban counties—and greater population growth in these areas.Like the outer suburbs, entire metropolitan areas in the interior Sun Belt are gaining migrants too. This shift was hinted at late last year when the Census Bureau’s state estimates showed Florida overtaking New York. Now it is confirmed across metropolitan areas, and Phoenix and Atlanta are cases in point (Figure 2). Both benefited greatly from the supercharged Sun Belt movement that occurred prior to the housing market shutdown and Great Recession, and now migration has started to pick up again; it was especially strong in the latest year.By the same token, the substantial flows out of New York and Los Angeles that were occurring before the recession were curtailed significantly during the downturn. Many “would be movers” stayed put as jobs and affordable housing dried up elsewhere, but now those two coastal metropolitan areas, along with many Snow Belt locations, are experiencing increased out-migration as opportunities once again open up outside their lines (Figure 3).



Pre vs. Post Recession: Trends in 
Housing Units (2000-2015)

• Urban areas have 
highest rate of growth

• Suburbs show a smaller 
growth rate than urban

• Exurban areas declined

• Pre-recession growth 
rates (2000-2007)

• Urban (10%)   
Suburban (11%)  
Exurban (6%)

• Post Recession growth 
rates (2010-2015)

• Urban (3%)   
Suburban (3%)   
Exurban (-8%)
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Source: US Census Housing EstimatesComments: This is a quick and dirty designation where I took the Census estimates for the number of housing units for each county in the US from 2000-2015 and assigned them their ERS RUC code (rural urban continum). I then just summed up all of the values for each group and did a simple pre/post recession growth rate in the text. 



Implications for the future of urban-suburban-
exurban-rural growth and interdependence?

• For example, will growth once again fuel suburban 
and exurban growth will “sprawl” return?

• It would be a mistake to base future predictions on 
past trends…

…we must look beyond trends to see how the 
causes of urban/suburban/exurban growth and 
sources of interdependencies are changing



1. Demographic changes
2. Technological changes
3. Market changes
4. Policy changes

Fundamental forces



Fewer households with children
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Greater proportion of non-family 
households
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Implication: Increased demand for 
urban living
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Aging baby boomers

Source: Cromartie and Nelson (2009) USDA ERS report 79
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Presentation Notes
A dramatic jump in births in mid-1946 marked the beginning of the babyboom, as couples affected by the Great Depression and separated by warbegan to make up for lost family-building time. Widespread economic prosperityand family-friendly government programs helped sustain high birthrates for nearly 20 years—an unforeseen interruption in long-term U.S.fertility decline. Births surpassed 4 million per year between 1954 and 1963,and the fertility rate surged to over 3.5 children per woman (fig. 1). Today’s83 million baby boomers, ranging in age from 45 to 63 years old, represent 28percent of the total U.S. population. Never before has such a large share of theU.S. workforce approached retirement. By comparison, 42 million people, or17 percent of the population, were in these middle-aged years in 1990.



Some aging baby boomers prefer urban living…

Percent preferring a town house in the city



“Baby boomer migration into rural America driven by natural amenities…” 
From Cromartie and Nelson (2009) USDA ERS report 79

…but others attracted to high-amenity rural areas



1. Demographic changes
2. Technological changes
3. Market changes
4. Policy changes

Fundamental forces



Fuel efficiency increasing as manufacturers 
respond to:

• Government policies, ex: National Fuel Efficiency 
Policy (May 2009)

• Standard for new cars and light trucks from 25 to 35.5 
MPG

• $2.4 billion invested in electric/hybrid vehicle technology

• Consumer demand driven by long-term higher gas 
prices

• EV and Hybrids: small but growing demand
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Volt--Obama - The new standards will be the single biggest step the U.S. government has ever taken to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions that cause global warming. The new national fleet mileage rule for cars and light trucks will shift from about 25 miles per gallon now to 35.5 miles per gallon by 2016. The practical effect of the new national standard will be a car and truck fleet almost 40 percent more fuel-efficient than it is today. http://www.oregonlive.com/opinion/index.ssf/2009/05/fuel_efficiency_at_last_a_real.html --battery technology is about to get a US$2.4 billion-dollar kick in the pants. US President Barack Obama has announced the single largest funds injection into battery development and electric/hybrid vehicle technology the world has ever seen. Obama's hope is that this huge chunk of stimulus funds will be enough to knock down the biggest wall standing between electric vehicles and the mainstream: the fact that current batteries are still too expensive, take too long to charge, and don't hold enough energy. If the move succeeds, it could put America right at the front of the electric car revolution -http://www.gizmag.com/obama-battery-vehicle-industry-investment/12457/ --The Chevrolet Volt extended-range electric vehicle is expected to achieve city fuel economy of at least 230 miles per gallon, based on development testing using a draft EPA federal fuel economy methodology for labeling for plug-in electric vehicles.  The Volt, which is scheduled to start production in late 2010 as a 2011 model



Implications for outer growth

• Higher gas prices in long run will lessen the 
demand for outer living…

• But this could be offset by increased fuel efficiency 
 increased fuel efficiency could lead to increased 
sprawl



Information technology (IT) 

• Increasing use of IT reduces the costs of living far away 
work by allowing people to work remotely 

• Increasing IT use among firms has fueled globalization 
of manufacturing and services

• On the other hand, increasing use of IT among firms 
appears to have encouraged clustering of some firms

• New innovations in IT are likely to do both: facilitate 
decentralization and encourage clustering  smaller 
urban clusters distributed across landscape

Presenter
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WiMax – Often described as WiFi on steroids, WiMax has the ability to blanket entire countries with a vibrant high speed wireless communications network that will enable moving vehicles to talk to each other. The highly prized freedom associated with the driving experience will be replaced with a variety of new travel experiences enabled by the WiMax connection. WiMax will lesson the demand for face-to-face meetings, make people more productive while traveling, and breathe life into a new breed of on-demand transportation services. Expect this type of WiMax system to be in place within 5 years. (from Thomas Frey website: http://www.davinciinstitute.com/papers/the-future-of-automobile-transportation-by-futurist-thomas-frey/)



1. Demographic changes
2. Technological changes
3. Market changes
4. Policy changes

Fundamental forces



Percentage Change in Income since 
1979 by Income Group in U.S.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result of that uneven income growth, the distribution of after-tax household income in the United States was substantially more unequal in 2007 than in 1979: The share of income accruing to higher-income households increased, whereas the share accruing to other households declined. In fact, between 2005 and 2007, the after-tax income received by the 20 percent of the population with the highest income exceeded the aftertax income of the remaining 80 percent.



Uncertain fuel costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changes in gasoline and diesel prices mirror changes in crude oil prices. Those changes are determined in the global crude oil market by the worldwide demand for and supply of crude oil. Weak economic conditions in the U.S. and around the world in 2008 and into 2009 led to less demand which helped push prices down.With the worldwide economic recovery underway, demand is on the rise again but unrest in the Middle East and North Africa has put supplies at risk. This combination of rising demand and reduced supply helped to push prices higher over the last few years. However, the recent downturn in prices was the result of the growth in oil supplies, largely from the U.S., outpacing the growth in global demand.See more at: http://www.gaspricesexplained.com/#sthash.S21TDRab.dpuf



1. Demographic changes
2. Technological changes
3. Market changes
4. Policy changes

Fundamental forces of sprawl



National: Emerging energy policies

• Energy policies  
• Creating markets for clean energy
• More efficient homes and buildings

• National policy to reduce carbon emissions
• Clean power plan (August 2015) – new standards for power 

plants
• A national carbon market?? (regional markets in Northeast 

and Western U.S)

• National Fuel Efficiency Policy (2009)
• Agreement to increase fuel economy to 54.5 miles per 

gallon for cars and light trucks by 2025

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On August 3, 2015, President Obama and EPA announced the Clean Power Plan – a historic and important step in reducing carbon pollution from power plants that takes real action on climate change. Shaped by years of unprecedented outreach and public engagement, the final Clean Power Plan is fair, flexible and designed to strengthen the fast-growing trend toward cleaner and lower-polluting American energy. With strong but achievable standards for power plants, and customized goals for states to cut the carbon pollution that is driving climate change, the Clean Power Plan provides national consistency, accountability and a level playing field while reflecting each state’s energy mix. It also shows the world that the United States is committed to leading global efforts to address climate change.Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI, or ReGGIe) is a regional initiative by states and provinces in the Northeastern United States and Eastern Canada regions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The RGGI is designing a cap and trade program for greenhouse gas emissions from power plants. RGGI is a cooperative effort among nine Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic States to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from the electric power sector through coordinated state cap and trade programs. [2] Nine states currently participate in the initiative: Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, andVermont. Several states and Canadian provinces act as observers: Pennsylvania, Québec, New Brunswick, and Ontario.[1] New Jersey formerly participated, but Gov. Chris Christie removed the state from RGGI in 2011.RGGI is a cap-and-trade system for CO2 emissions from power plants in the member states. Emission permit auctioning began in September 2008, and the first three-year compliance period began on January 1, 2009.[3]Proceeds are used to promote energy conservation and renewable energy,[4] although as of 2010 three states had used some of the money to balance the overall budget.[5]The system affects fossil fuel power plants with 25 MW or greater generating capacity ("compliance entities").[3]Analysts: US carbon trading "to reach $782m" in 2012Western Climate Initiative market expected to overtake established Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, doubling volumes tradedBy BusinessGreen staff http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/2136743/analysts-carbon-trading-reach-usd782m-2012 11 Jan 2012 Analysts expect the volume of carbon trading in the US to double this year in line with the emergence of a new market across the five states and Canadian provinces that make up the Western Climate Initiative (WCI). Thomson Reuters Point Carbon said that while a national trading scheme is not on the agenda due to the US presidential elections in November, it predicts substantial growth in the regional markets.It estimates the WCI will overtake the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), an agreement between nine north-eastern states to reduce CO2 emissions from the power sector by 10 per cent by 2018, to become the biggest North American carbon market in value terms.The Western Climate Initiative is a collaboration among states and provinces to tackle climate change at a regional level.A group of Western states and Canadian provinces collaborated in the development of the 2008 Design Recommendations for the WCI Regional Cap and Trade Program and the 2010 Design for the WCI Regional Program, which provides a roadmap to inform the WCI Partner jurisdictions as they implement the cap-and-trade program in their jurisdictions.British Columbia, California, Ontario, Quebec and Manitoba are continuing to work together through the Western Climate Initiative to develop and harmonize their emissions trading prgram policies. For more information, see the Western Climate Initiative website.National Fuel Efficiency Policy (May 2009)--The Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) are regulations in the United States, first enacted by the U.S. Congress in 1975, and intended to improve the average fuel economy of cars and light trucks (trucks, vans and sport utility vehicles) sold in the US in the wake of the 1973 Arab Oil Embargo. Obama annouced in 2009 that we need to reach 35.5mpg by 2016, not 2020 as planned. CAFE does not stop at 35.5 MPG by 2016…a further bump to between 47 and 62 MPG by 2025.--On July 29, 2011 President Obama announced an agreement with thirteen large automakers to increase fuel economy to 54.5 miles per gallon for cars and light-duty trucks by model year 2025. He was joined by Ford, GM, Chrysler, BMW, Honda, Hyundai, Jaguar/Land Rover, Kia, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Toyota and Volvo – which together account for over 90% of all vehicles sold in the United States – as well as the United Auto Workers (UAW), and the State of California, who were all participants in the deal.--these requirements are still pending, but there have already been casualties, such as the compact-szie ranger ford pick-up (http://spectator.org/archives/2011/12/13/cafe-spells-rip-for-trucks)



Changing demands for undeveloped land: 
Alternative energy production

• Many alternative energy sources (biofuels, solar, 
wind) use land as a production input

• This will increase demand for undeveloped land and 
increase the opportunity cost of developing land 
slow urban development

• However…
…These affects depend on local and regional markets for 
undeveloped land and are will not affect all places equally



Local and regional: Sustainable 
communities and balanced growth

• Example: NE Ohio Balanced Growth Program “best 
local land use practices” includes:

• Identify priority development areas
• Identify priority conservation areas
• Plan for open space preservation
• Plan for transfer of development rights
• Plan for agricultural protection



Implications of new policies

• Energy policy that targets carbon emissions will 
increase the cost of refining gasoline producing 
electricity with nonrewables

• Higher electricity and gas prices for consumers will reduce 
demand for large houses and car travel

• However, advances in fuel efficiency may ameliorate the 
effects of rising gas prices 

• More stringent land use controls may lower the supply 
of developable land in outer areas and slow growth 

• However this depends on how the policies are implemented , 
e.g., lack of coordination can result in more sprawl



In conclusion: the future of urban-suburban-
exurban-rural growth and interdependence?

Promote outward growth Promote urban densification

Demographics
For some households: growing 

pull of natural amenities in 
rural areas

Increasing diversity of 
households and demand for 

urban living

Technology Continued IT advances and 
greater fuel efficiency

Some alternative forms of 
transportation

Markets Renewed economic growth

Stagnate economy and tighter 
credit markets; oversupply of 
housing; long-term increases 

in gas prices; increasing
demands for undeveloped 

land

Policies
Increased lending regulations; 

alternative energy policies;
increased land use regulations
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